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……15 Years and still rolling……. 

Open MIC is open for anyone.      

9:00: AM Pacific Thursday 800 504-8071 Code is 5556463 

 

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT US 

CALL OR EMAIL 

ANTHONY OWEN 

888-74AGENT (24368) 

tony@annuityagentsalliance.com 

OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE 

 

mailto:tony@annuityagentsalliance.com
http://www.annuityagentsalliance.com
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Joe’s new salt water aquarium with fish 

----------------------------------  
Whom do you trust? 

Seems annuities are still being trusted….but overall trust is down 
20% 

  

http://insurancenewsnet.com/article.aspx?id=288466&type=newswires 

----------------------------------  
Congressional Budget Office Report 
 

http://retirementincomejournal.com/upload/567/10-25-HouseholdIncome.pdf 

Long and involved, worth looking at during the TV show…”Biggest Loser” 

http://insurancenewsnet.com/article.aspx?id=288466&type=newswires�
http://retirementincomejournal.com/upload/567/10-25-HouseholdIncome.pdf�
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----------------------------------  
New agent support system almost ready on Retire 
Village…..click on link 

(Ctrl + Click) to follow link http://sv.retirevillage.com/    
By the end of the year, all agent training will be on the back end of RV fully 
available for agent support, sales ideas, sales materials, training, Open MIC 
recordings, the Safe Money resource section….etc…have a look….Contact 
Joe Rych for details and more information. 

http://demo.retirevillage.com/ 

login is daviddemo password is pass333 

Http://www. A day in the life of an Annuity Guy 

Office 1-800-814-5378 

Fax 1-425-486-5852 

joe@annuity.com 

 

Plus…. 

Book. 

 

Facebook….you can now connect your own personal Facebook with your 
Retire Village account…..remember, RT is for generating leads but now 
with Facebook, you can share with your personal clients and prospects 
aspects of your personal life.  RV for lead generation by building 
relationships and Facebook for your personal life. 

http://sv.retirevillage.com/�
http://demo.retirevillage.com/�
http://www.box.net/shared/static/kvhrugvv30.mp4�
mailto:joe@annuity.com�
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://farm1.static.flickr.com/225/503165914_a680a56c77_z.jpg?zz=1&imgrefurl=http://www.flickr.com/photos/ajc1/503165914/&h=241&w=640&sz=22&tbnid=0bH0YXw0kVXJsM:&tbnh=62&tbnw=165&prev=/search?q=facebook+logo&tbm=isch&tbo=u&zoom=1&q=facebook+logo&docid=2dD6j65M_UJxUM&hl=en&sa=X&ei=EjGoToCAL8fUiAKCss2VCA&sqi=2&ved=0CFcQ9QEwBA&dur=1020�
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More and more features are being added, features which will help you be a 
better insurance salesperson and features which will allow you to generate 
leads off your own site. 

Here is an example: 

How would you like to be number one in your own local market for 
searches….here is an example of search phrases. 

• Olympia annuity 
• Olympia insurance  
• Olympia Financial Planner 
• Olympia annuity agent 

Being listed number one is extremely vital in Google Searches….our new 
addition will allow you to be number one and remain number 
one….absolutely guaranteed….If you chose to harvest local leads or local 
people of interest, it is a complete lock. 

 

How would you like to be listed in the Google ‘Yellow Pages”?   

 A simple example  
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See the listing of Houston Financial 
Planners?  (Google search: Houston financial planners)  

Have your name listed in the local directory, with your location on 
the map. 

All addition that is coming to Retire Village…. 

How would you like to build keywords and generate clicks and 
leads form your Retire Village site using Google adwords?  You set 
the budget and all the placement, the ads are outsources to a 
professional adwords specialist.  With a small budget and a 
few days, you will be listed number one in the search engines and 
your own ads about your services and annuities will be in the top 
3 on local searches. 
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Always outsourced to keep your time as an annuity salesperson 
and only for RV and Annuity.com crews. 

---------------------------------- 
We recommend 3 different appointment 
setters….Here is Christie Oliver. 
 
 
Radio: Appointment Setter 
 
Experienced, knowledgeable and efficient….has been an agent 
and knows what it takes to get in the house…. 
 
Use Your Radio Leads with Christie…….she will call them and 
work them….. 
 
every 10 radio call in leads have resulted …. 
 
4 appointments set, 3 call backs…..total assets…. Results can 
vary but to date it looks like a winner 
 
The agent is a crew member and his office will share with you… 
 

Christie Oliver: 281-796-5696.  

Christie Oliver christie.oliver@ymail.com 
 
Christie charges $15 per lead and will work them as long as it takes, but 
after 3-4 tries and no success we consider the lead dead.  6 agents are using 
her services and very happy with success. 
 
  

---------------------------------- 

mailto:christie.oliver@ymail.com�
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---------------------------------- 
 

RLT and other issues…. 

Question:  If someone puts life ins. into a RLT 
(Revocable Living Trust), can they pull $ out tax free? 
Can the heirs escape estate taxes?   

A Revocable Living Trust is a testamentary trust which means it 
actually comes into existence as a trust at death.  A RLT is allowed 
to own assets such as life insurance, real estate, stocks, 
bonds…etc.  The assets are transferred to the beneficiaries of the 
trust at the death of the settlor (trust creator). 

Any funds removed form a RLT would have the same tax liability 
and the person who created the trust (settlor) and 100% of the 
assets in a RLT would be included in the gross estate of the settlor 
when calculating estate taxes. 

 

http://www.mobar.org/9c8206ad-c515-4114-806a-a3531d9297a9.aspx 

 

What is a Revocable Living Trust? 

A trust is an agreement that determines how a person's property is to be 
managed and distributed during his or her lifetime and also upon death.  

A revocable living trust normally involves three parties:  

http://www.mobar.org/9c8206ad-c515-4114-806a-a3531d9297a9.aspx�
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The Settlor – Also called grantor or trustor, this is the person who 
creates the trust, and usually the only person who provides funding for the 
trust. More than one person can be the settlors of a trust, such as when a 
husband and wife join together to create a family trust.  

The Trustee – This is the person who holds title to the trust property 
and manages it according to the terms of the trust. The settlor often serves 
as trustee during his or her lifetime, and another person or a corporate 
trust company is named to serve as successor trustee after the settlor's 
death or if the settlor is unable to continue serving for any reason.  

The Beneficiary – This is the person or an entity that will receive the 
income or principal from the trust. This can be the settlor (and the settlor's 
spouse) during his or her lifetime and the settlor's children (or anyone else 
or a charity the settlor chooses to name) after the settlor's death.  

A trust is classified as a "living" trust when it is established during the 
settlor's lifetime and as a "revocable" trust when the settlor has reserved 
the right to amend or revoke the trust during his or her lifetime.  

  

Can a Revocable Living Trust be Changed or Revoked? 

Yes. The settlor ordinarily reserves the right in the trust document to 
amend or revoke the trust at any time during his or her lifetime. This 
enables the settlor to revise the trust (or even terminate the trust) to take 
into account any change of circumstances such as marriage, divorce, death, 
disability or even a "change of mind." It also gives the settlor the peace of 
mind that he can "undo" what he has done. Upon the death of the settlor, 
most revocable living trusts become irrevocable and no changes are 
then allowed (with some exceptions) to save taxes or improve 
administration. Sometimes the trust becomes irrevocable after the death of 
a spouse if the trust was jointly created by a married couple. 
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Is a Revocable Living Trust an Adequate Substitute for a 
Will? 

No! A revocable living trust may be considered the principal document in 
an estate plan, but a will should accompany a revocable living trust. This 
type of will, referred to as a "pour over" will, names the revocable living 
trust as the principal beneficiary. Thus, any property which the settlor 
failed to transfer to the trust during his or her lifetime is added to the trust 
upon the settlor's death and distributed to (or held for the benefit of) the 
beneficiary according to the trust instructions.  

The settlor may not be able to transfer all desired property to a revocable 
living trust during the settlor's lifetime. For example, the probate estate of a 
person who dies as a result of an auto accident may be entitled to any 
insurance settlement proceeds. These settlement proceeds can only be 
transferred from the estate to the trust pursuant to the terms of a will. 
Without a will, the proceeds would be distributed to the heirs under the 
Missouri laws of descent and distribution.  

Also, a parent cannot nominate a guardian for minor children in a 
revocable living trust. This can be accomplished only in a will.  

 

Will a Revocable Living Trust Avoid Probate Expenses? 

Property held in a revocable living trust at the time of the 
settlor's death is not subject to probate administration. Thus, the 
value of the property is not considered when computing the statutory fee 
for the personal representative or the estate attorney. Also, the amount of 
any required bond for the personal representative will be reduced to the 
extent the property is held in the trust and not subject to probate 
administration.  

Nevertheless, certain expenses associated with the death of a person are not 
eliminated. Trustees are paid for their work unless they waive their fees. 
Deeds to real estate transferring the property from the trust to the 
beneficiaries must be prepared. Estate tax returns must be filed when the 
total value of the property owned at death (including assets in a revocable 
living trust) exceeds a certain value. The decedent's final income tax returns 
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must still be filed and income tax returns for the trust must also be filed. 
Trustees often seek assistance and advice from attorneys who charge fees. 

What Are Some of the Advantages of a Revocable Living 
Trust? 

In addition to the savings in probate expenses, the avoidance of probate 
administration has other advantages. The administration of a revocable 
living trust at the settlor's death is normally a private matter between the 
Trustee and the beneficiaries. Unlike probate, there are few public records 
to reveal the nature or amount of assets or the identity of any beneficiary.  

Property can often be distributed to the beneficiaries shortly after the 
settlor's death, avoiding much of the delay encountered with probate 
administration. Also, probate court approval is not necessary to sell 
an asset in a trust, thus avoiding further delay. 

 Real estate, businesses, and other assets can continue to be actively 
managed by a successor trustee in central administration much the 
same way as a settlor would have done before the settlor died or became 
incapacitated.   

 

What are Some of the Disadvantages of a Revocable 
Living Trust? 

Since a revocable living trust is a more complex legal document that must 
be funded by changing property titles while the settlor is alive, it is more 
costly to establish than a will, which can have higher expenses after 
death. Also, accounts need to be retitled, deeds and other transfer 
documents must be prepared transferring the settlor's assets to the trust, 
and beneficiary designations need to be changes to the trust— all processes 
which can require a substantial investment of the settlor's time. 

The use of a revocable living trust requires more ongoing monitoring 
to ensure that assets remain in the trust and that newly purchased assets 
are titled in the trust. For example, a settlor who moves a certificate of 
deposit (perhaps to obtain a better interest rate) must remember to advise 
the new institution to title the new account in the trust.  
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Who Can Serve as Trustee? 

If the settlor becomes physically or mentally incapacitated, property held in 
this trust remains available to the settlor without the requirement of a court 
supervised conservatorship. The successor trustee named in the trust 
document takes charge to manage the assets in the trust and pay the 
settlor's bills. 

The successor trustee can be a trusted relative or friend, or can be a 
professional trustee such as a trust company or the trust 
department of a bank.  Since the activities of the successor trustee are 
not ordinarily supervised by a court or other independent third party, the 
selection of the successor trustee should be carefully considered.  

  

Does the Revocable Living Trust Reduce Income Taxes 
or Estate Taxes? 

During the settlor's lifetime, the revocable living trust usually has no effect 
on the income tax which the settlor will owe. In fact, if the settlor is the 
trustee or a co-trustee, all income earned on assets held in the revocable 
trust is reported directly on the settlor's income tax return using the 
settlor’s Social Security number, and the trust is not required to file a 
return. After the death of one or both settlors, the trust must have its own 
separate tax identification number and is taxed at the same rate as a 
probate estate.  

 

Who Can Be the Trustee? 

A settlor who desires to manage his or her own financial affairs and who is 
physically and mentally able can (and ordinarily should) serve initially as 
trustee. But provisions should be made in the trust for a successor trustee 
to take charge if the settlor becomes unable to continue for any reason and 
when the settlor dies. Or, the settlor may simply desire to make someone 
else responsible for managing assets, whether temporarily or permanently, 
by resigning or naming another initial trustee. 
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Who Can Advise You About a Revocable Living Trust? 

You should never sign a revocable living trust document without the advice 
of an attorney who practices in this field of law. He or she will be able to 
advise if a revocable living trust is right for you.  

 

Who Can Draft a Trust to Meet Your Needs? 

Only a lawyer can write a trust that you can be sure will be legal. There are 
many pitfalls and, if proper technical language is not used, certain 
distributions or the entire trust may become unenforceable. What you put 
in the trust should be carefully thought out with your attorney’s help 
because it may too late to change it after you die or become incapacitated. 

You should find a lawyer who practices estate planning law. Ask the lawyer 
how much the fee will be to write the trust. 

Agents: Never practice law unless you are licensed and authorized to 
do so, always third party any legal questions to the attorney. DO NOT 
GIVE LEGAL ADVICE.   

 

----------------------------------  
If I were you, I would use this as a relationship 
builder with your prospects and clients. 

• Prospects mean sales 
• Clients mean referrals 
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The Latest on Social Security 
 

Presented by Bill Broich 
 

  
 
Benefits increase for 2012. Ideas for reform are numerous. 

 
Social Security gets its first COLA since 2009. As moderate inflation has made a 
comeback, the federal government has decided to boost Social Security benefits by 3.6% 
for 2012. This means an average increase of $39 per month for 55 million Social 
Security recipients ($467 for all of 2012). Also, more than 8 million Americans who get 
Supplemental Security Income will get $18 more per month ($216 for 2012).1 

 
There are two things to note in the fine print.  
 

• A COLA increase in Social Security means that Medicare premiums can also 
increase. Much of the 2012 COLA adjustment could effectively be eaten up this 
way, as Medicare premiums are automatically deducted from Social Security 
checks. (2012 Medicare Part B premiums should be announced before the end of 
October.)1,2  

• Businesses should note that the Social Security wage base will rise to $110,100 for 
2012. Currently, the federal government levies payroll tax on the first $106,800 
of income; next year, that ceiling rises by $3,300. This means about 10 million 
more high-earning Americans will be subject to the payroll tax, which could vary 
anywhere from 3.1% to 6.2% in 2012 depending on legislative action (or 
inaction).1,2 

 
Will the “super committee” of 12 make cuts to the program? It’s uncertain; the 
deadline for the long-term budget reform plan from Congress falls on November 23, and 
the bipartisan and Joint Select Committee on Deficit Reduction (a.k.a. the 
“supercommittee”) has been meeting more or less in secret, with AARP and other 
lobbyists pressuring them not to cut Social Security and Medicare.5 
 
How might Social Security address its long-term shortfall? Proposals abound, 
from simple fixes to radical reforms.  
 

• President Obama’s fiscal commission has suggested raising the FICA cap. In this 
proposal, the payroll tax cap would gradually increase between now and 2050 so 
that 90% of wages earned in America would be subject to Social Security tax by 
the middle of the century. (This is how it used to be.) Under this plan, the taxable 
maximum would be $190,000 by 2020.2 

• Rep. Paul Ryan (R-WI), Chair of the House Budget Committee, has authored the 
GOP’s “Path to Prosperity” plan, the so-called “Ryan roadmap” that would 
encourage workers under age 55 to direct some of their payroll taxes into 
personal retirement accounts. Rep. Ryan’s proposal would also index initial 
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Social Security benefits for most retirees to price growth instead of average wage 
growth and set the age for Social Security eligibility at 67.3,4,5 

• The conservative Heritage Foundation suggests a 5-year strategy in its Saving the 
American Dream proposal, which calls a reduction in Social Security benefits for 
the richest 9% of retirees, a $10,000 tax exemption for all who work past the 
federal retirement age, and the near-term elimination of taxation of Social 
Security income.6 

• Republican presidential candidate Herman Cain has proposed replacing Social 
Security with the “Chilean model”. In the early 1980s, Chile’s government ended 
its retirement entitlement program and put retirement planning solely in the 
hands of individuals, who maintain personal retirement investment accounts and 
set their own contribution levels and retirement dates. Investor’s Business Daily 
notes that on average, the program has yielded better than 9.2% compounded 
annual returns over 30 years.7 

• Twelve fixes were suggested in a 2010 report issued by the U.S. Senate Special 
Committee on Aging, among them: 

o A 3% cut in benefits 
o Taking the payroll tax to 7.3% 
o Hiking the full retirement age to 68 or older 
o Increasing the Social Security averaging period that determines SSI 
o Reducing the typical yearly COLA by 1% or .5% 
o Reducing spousal benefits 
o Investing some of Social Security’s trust funds in equities 
o Directing some estate tax revenues into Social Security’s trust fund 

 
Perhaps a fix lies somewhere within these proposals; unmodified or altered, alone or in 
combination. 
 
How much retirement income do you have these days? With Social Security’s 
future still a question mark, you may be thinking about where your retirement income 
will come from in the years ahead. A chat with the financial professional you know and 
trust may be worthwhile before 2012 arrives. 
 
  
 
This material was prepared by MarketingLibrary.Net Inc., and does not necessarily represent the views of the presenting party, nor 
their affiliates. All information is believed to be from reliable sources; however we make no representation as to its completeness 
or accuracy. Please note - investing involves risk, and past performance is no guarantee of future results. The publisher is not 
engaged in rendering legal, accounting or other professional services. If assistance is needed, the reader is advised to engage the 
services of a competent professional. This information should not be construed as investment, tax or legal advice and may not be 
relied on for the purpose of avoiding any Federal tax penalty. All indices are unmanaged and are not illustrative of any particular 
investment.  
 
Citations. 
1 - businessweek.com/ap/financialnews/D9QFGU602.htm [10/19/11]  
2 - money.cnn.com/2011/10/19/pf/taxes/social_security_tax/ [10/19/11]  
3 - montoyaregistry.com/Financial-Market.aspx?financial-market=will-you-have-an-adequate-retirement-cash-flow&category=3 [10/21/11]  
4 - articles.cnn.com/2011-09-26/politics/politics_gop-paul-ryan_1_ryan-plan-paul-ryan-government-spending/3?_s=PM:POLITICS [9/26/11] 
5 - cbpp.org/cms/index.cfm?fa=view&id=3308 [10/21/10]  
6 - savingthedream.org/how-it-affects-you/retirees/ [10/21/11]  
7 - investors.com/NewsAndAnalysis/Article/586464/201109291833/Cains-Chilean-Model.htm [10/12/11]  
8 - money.usnews.com/money/blogs/planning-to-retire/2010/05/18/12-ways-to-fix-social-security [5/18/10]  
8 - money.usnews.com/money/blogs/planning-to-retire/2010/05/18/12-ways-to-fix-social-security 
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Case Preparation 
The Eleanor Case 
This case is about doing a complete and thorough fact 
finder…..without it, this $110,000 sale would not have 
happened. 

Our long term client became a widow; she sold he home and bought into a 
up front funded “retirement” home.  She paid $200,000 for her apartment 
but has a monthly maintenance fee.  She also had to secure her spot in the 
nursing home with cash level assets.  She chose bank CDs for the $110,000 
required.  While she still owns the CDs, they were pledged to the nursing 
home portion of the retirement home in the event of her need, but she still 
had to pay income tax personally on the earned interest. 

Eleanor Jones, age 77, widow, social security $1,500, husband’s pension of 
$2,700.  Home paid for, car paid for, still in excellent health. 

This case is based on a simple premise, taxes on Bank CDs.  Our long 
term client had $110,000 in numerous bank CDs earning between .55% and 
.95%.  The purpose of the funds was for long term hold in the event of a 
nursing home situation.  The bank CD’s were pledged to her retirement 
home to guarantee a place in the nursing sector in the event of her needs. 

In addition to these assets, she also has an estate valued at $700,000 
invested in stocks, bonds and annuities.  She also had $50,000 in saving 
and checking. 

The 110,000 represented 18% of her invested estate, plus she has a home 
paid for with a value of $200,000.  Suitability for the annuity was not an 
issue. 

I was reviewing her annuity and other assets and asked about the CDs…she 
only said that they needed to remain in the bank…..a little later I asked her 
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again, what about the CDs….she once again said they wewre committed….I 
said 

“What is the purpose of the CDs and what do 
you want them to accomplish?” 
 

She told me what they were for and why they were in CDs, committed to the 
retirement home for LTC.  I reminded her interest was low and said this: 

 

“Eleanor, if I could increase your earned interest, pass on the tax 
liability to a future event and solve the need for the LTC at the 
same time would you consider it” 

 

She said yes…. 

I merely used a 5 year fixed interest rate CD annuity, kept her as the owner, 
endorsed the annuity (as a  contract) to the Nursing Home (revocable) and 
moved the CDs. 

Without a complete Fact Finder and asking this question…. 

 

Eleanor, what is the purpose of these CDs 
and what do you want them to accomplish?” 
 

I would have sold squat, nothing, nada….but I did and now I have an extra 
$3,000 to invest in marketing…..all because of the fact finding. 
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Disclaimer:   
I obtain information from many sources, print, internet, agent 
gossip and other media.  I always try and provide the original 
source or the link but my note taking habitually is lacking.   

Much of the content on Open MIC is written by me and is my 
personal opinion.  You should never consider that I am the 
world’s greatest authority or expert on anything.  Always consult 
professionals who are licensed to give correct advice regarding 
taxes and securities and other topics of great importance.   

I am an authority in lead generation and marketing annuities 
and am fully licensed as an insurance salesman. I sell state 
approved annuity products provided by licensed insurance 
companies. 

I am also NOT an economist by license, only by avocation and 
hobby.  If you decide to make decisions based on my particular 
view of the world, you should get it verified by licensed 
professionals or get your head examined. 

Open MIC is and was created for the entertainment of our 
agents, family, friends, guests and industry spies.  Be careful 
with the information contained in Open MIC and always get 
advice from licensed professionals. You never know, sometimes 
I might make something up….so always verify! 

Also, the information used in Open MIC is free; I assert no 
copyright or literary rights. Copy away. 

Our competitors will copy Open MIC anyway so I might just as 
well give it away, saves so much mental anguish and sleepless 
nights. 

 

More Legal Stuff...  

Be responsible... we cannot know your individual situation, 
always do your own due diligence before responding to any offer 
or investing any money. 
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I can't accept responsibility for the profitability or legality of any 
published articles or opinions published in Open MIC. Nothing 
in these Open MIC notes should be considered personalized 
advice. Although I may answer your general customer service 
questions, I am not licensed under securities laws to address 
your particular situation. No communication by me to you 
should be deemed as personalized advice.  

And, although all of the articles have been selected for their 
content, however in the interests of balanced reporting we often 
publish articles we may not agree with, the publishing of such 
articles within this newsletter does NOT constitute a 
recommendation of the products or services mentioned or 
advertised within those articles.  

We make no compensation for the publishing of Open MIC 
Notes. 

 




